Digitalisierung nach Maß

“We digitise your business
the way you need it!”
www.zugkraft-kn.at

Digitalisierung nach Maß

We develop your
“special train”
We develop your software together with you. In doing so, we
rely on our powerful and proven core application, which provides all the functionalities offered by a state-of-the-art web
application - the Zugkraft locomotive.
To this locomotive we now attach the software modules developed individually for you - the wagons.
In the end, the resulting application - your own special train is exactly what you really need.
Without unnecessary ballast and without overloaded interfaces.
We’re constantly developing our locomotive so that you can
quickly connect your individual function packages to new
technologies whenever you need to.
With this concept, we’ve been able to successfully implement
projects in a variety of application areas over the years and
tailor them to the needs of the company.

www.zugkraft-kn.at

The Zugkraft locomotive
This is the central element of all our software packages and provides all basic functionalities.
> Graphical, web-enabled user interface

> Document management

> Support of all common browsers

> Management of any attachments to records

> Interactive, bidirectional communication between client and server

> Creation of digital signatures

> Runs on Linux and Windows systems

> Multi-factor authentication on request

> Operation on-premises, SaaS via a partnership
with a data centre in Austria or in a cloud environment
> Encrypted data connection
> Connection to different databases
> User interface adaptable to customer designs
> User and role administration
> Flexible calendar
> Universal diagrams
> Chat functionality
> Video support
> Email dispatch and automatic email import

> Logging of all database transactions
> Various interfaces (PDF, XML, CSV, MS-Excel via
web interface, FTP, e-mail), can be extended as
required
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Visualisation

Surfaces and visualisations entirely according to your needs

Also available as a web application on mobile
devices with Android and iOS
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Maintenance of rail
vehicles
One system for all ECM4 requirements
> Ticket system
> GIS system
> Planning and forecasting of maintenance
> Display of track occupancy
> Ordering system
> Warehouse management incl. creation of QR codes
and mobile stocktaking
> Documentation of life cycles of individual
components
> Administration of hardware and software
> Vehicle file
> Component management
> Vehicle schedules
> Meter readings
> Wheel measurement data (automat. import from
CALIPRI)
> Daily reports
> Inspection equipment monitoring
> Repair management
> QM (sample management, double inspections,
action plan, etc.)
> Staff management (teams, shift plans, roles,
authorisations, qualifications)
> Digital handover book
> Operating materials management
> Working time records
> Reporting
> Mobile version for smartphones and tablets
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		Production
One software package for the entire production process
> Customer management
> Supplier management
> Article management
> Cost planning
> Production planning
> Resource planning
> Transport management
> QM system
> Accounting
> Mobile version for smartphones and tablets

		Engineering
Software for cableway calculations
> Management of different calculations and calculation runs
> Configurable data input
> Data import from MS Office documents
> Configurable data output (incl. filling of templates)
> Flexible creation of diagrams
> Connection to external systems

		Training system
A customised training system
> Creation and planning of online training courses
> Integration of Office documents and presentations
> Creation and implementation of quizzes
> Evaluations
> Management of training materials
> Qualification matrix
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Security & quality
Since end of May 2022 we are proud owners of the
ISO27001 certificate (Information technology – Security
techniques – Information security management systems).
The access data to the current source code, including
documentation of the software developed for you by
us, will be notarially certified. You will therefore have
access to the latest version of your software in the event
of insolvency.

Digitisation
support
We support you in the implementation of your digitisation projects. In doing so, we pursue a progressive, “soft”
approach. This means that processes in the company
are digitised gradually during operations. We do not see
digital technologies as a miracle cure. However, they can
contribute to the achievement of corporate goals in many
areas. By cautiously converting operational processes,
we avoid isolating parts of the workforce with less technical affinity from progress. Our goal is to achieve digital
transformation without collateral damage.

Intergration of
infrastructure
If required, we can integrate the existing infrastructure,
e.g. existing software systems, production machines,
measuring devices and sensors, vehicles, etc., into the
software created for you. We do this individually and
according to your requirements.

Research
Together with the VRVis research institute, we develop
both software for use in the field of augmented reality
and hardware for quality assurance in the railway maintenance segment (LIDAR roof scanner).

Our Zugkraft promise to you

Together we develop
software exactly in line
with your requirements.
This is carried out during
ongoing operations.

Together we find ways
to technically implement
your wishes in the
software and to achieve
your goals.

Zugkraft-kN GmbH
Schwarzenberg 83
A–3341 Ybbsitz
Tel: +43 680 1302867
E-mail: office@zugkraft-kn.at

Our developers become
familiar with the client’s
operations, thus gaining
a deep understanding of
the company’s problems
and goals.

The involvement of all
users ensures broad
acceptance of the new
software.

